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Super 4 Stocks
1. ESCORTS:
SRTRANSFIN showed buying action throughout the week and given breakouts of all its
resistance and hits all time high. Buying activity may continue as stock closed with big
bullish candle with huge volumes. For now psychology resistance of stock is 950 while
on lower side 929 will act as a support.

2. GSFC:
GSFC depicts the buying action in last two trading sessions and settled near the
resistance line as well as managed to close above 50 daily moving average on
charts. The stock may surge further higher.
.

3. TECHM:
After marginal gap up opening stock could not maintain its buying activity in an early
trades but recovered and trading at 52 weeks high from last two trading session, trend
of stock is running in bullish side.

4. BALKRISIND:
BALKRISIND is being trading on its long term buy trend as well as given breakouts of its
major resistance level and managed to closed above it which further indicates buying in
stock in coming sessions.
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